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The deception runs DEEP from the entities we were conditioned to trust. Daily, it's clearer how
they've pitted us against each other with fabricated narratives to divide us and to create fear.
WHAT NOW? NOW, we develop the MINDSET to not fear which also equips us mentally & emotionally
with the clarity & stamina to start righting their wrongs upon us WITHOUT THEM, starting with OURSELVES!

BIO

Suggested Interview topics

Zara's course of life was determined while
getting her psychology degree upon realizing
the most important part, the origin -- the
original premise of psychology, had been
intentionally omitted from the whole
practice of psychology. Since then she's
taught thousands The Art of Understanding
Thoughts and Behaviors, without the need for
diagnoses and drugs. She's authored 3
personal development publications and is
thrilled that cornerstones of our world are
dismantling because we get to rebuild
without divisive governmental controls.

Problem is Too Big for people?
"That's what they want you to believe! We
don't need to fight the government. That's
energy taken away from rebuilding ourselves,
each other and the healthier new world in
unity that we'll prepare for the generations to
come. Besides, this way is far more effective
for all. The fall is happening, and the fallout
will peter out as we RISE." - Zara Green

The Psychological Deceptions & Agenda
Taking Our Lives Back; How Is It Not My Life?
There is No Difference Between Government and
Major Corporations
We Must Develop The Mindset To Not Be
Controlled By Their Fear Tactics
The 1 Thing That Each Person Has That Is
Kryptonite to Fear Tactics

Suggested Interview Questions
Is it really just 1 thing that we each need to learn
to protect ourselves from governmental &
capitalistic terrorists
In What Ways Have We All Been The
Government's Pawns
Can We Stop The Train-Wreck That The U.S. Has
Become? If So, How?
How Can You Negate The Realness of the Divisive
-- Race, Politics, Poked or Unpoked?
Why Do You Say, "Take" My Life Back - How Is It
Not My Life Already?
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